In an attempt to bootstrap classical homotopy theoretic tools into the world of abstract spacetime, we identify a criterion under which two maps of compact pospaces which are homotopic in the classical sense are also homotopic through monotone maps. As a corollary, we show that a hypercontinuous lattice equipped with its Lawson topology is contractible through monotone maps if its underlying space has connected CW type.
Introduction
The state spaces of machines often admit partial orders which describe the causal relationship between states. A homotopy theory which respects this additional structure potentially can detect machine behavior invisible to classical homotopy theory, as demonstrated in [1] . In order to exploit classical results in our directed setting, we seek criteria under which two monotone maps X → Y which are homotopic as maps of underlying spaces are in fact dihomotopic, or homotopic through monotone maps. Our main result is a criterion: when X is a compact pospace whose partial order is lower open and Y is a continuous lattice equipped with its Lawson topology. We obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 3.3. The identity map on a hypercontinuous lattice equipped with its Lawson topology is dihomotopic to a constant map if its underlying space has connected CW type.
In §2, we review some basic definitions and properties of pospaces and continuous lattices. In §3 we state and prove our main result, Proposition 3.2.
Pospaces
Recall from [2] that a pospace is a poset X equipped with a topology such that the partial order of X has closed graph in the standard product topology X × X. For a pospace X, we will write U X for its underlying space and X for its partial order, which we can view as an assignment of subsets of X to subsets of X. jointly continuous operations. The partial orders of Hausdorff ∨-semilattices behave like continuous functions in the following sense. 
is open in L because π 2 is an open map and ∨ is a continuous function L × L → L, where π 2 : L × L → L denotes projection onto the second factor.
As demonstrated in [3] , the computational steps of certain partial recursive functions form the points of continuous lattices. Such lattices, endowed with their Lawson topologies, admit a characterization as compact Hausdorff, complete topological semilattices whose points each admit a local base of sub-semilattices by [2, Theorem VI-3.4]. The inclusion i : L ֒→ P to the category P of monotone maps of compact pospaces from its full subcategory L of continuous lattices equipped with their Lawson topologies is right adjoint to the functor F : P → L described in [2, Example VI-3.10 (ii)] as sending each compact pospace X with topology T X to the poset of all closed subsets C ⊂ X satisfying C = X [C], ordered by reverse inclusion and equipped with the topology generated by subsets
. The unit is the natural map υ X : X → F X defined by the rule x → X [{x}]. The counit is the infinitary infimum operator : F U L → L. Although F X is a subset of F U X, the inclusion F X ֒→ F U X generally fails to be continuous. We highlight an exception. 
is open in X. The claim then follows. The converse in fact holds, giving us an alternative characterization of those compact pospaces having lower open partial orders.
The main result
Following our convention of treating Hausdorff spaces as pospaces, we let I denote the unit interval [0, 1] equipped with its trivial partial order. We follow [1] in extending classical homotopy theory below. For each t ∈ I such that h t defines a monotone map X → Y , the diagram Recall from [2] that a continuous lattice is hypercontinuous whenever its ordertheoretic dual is also a continuous lattice and both Lawson and dual Lawson topologies agree. Thus a hypercontinuous lattice equipped with its Lawson topology is precisely a compact Hausdorff topological lattice whose points admit, with respect to each of its two semilattice operations, a local base of sub-semilattices. Such pospaces which arise in nature are dihomotopically trivial in the following sense. Corollary 3.3. The identity map on a hypercontinuous lattice equipped with its Lawson topology is dihomotopic to a constant map if its underlying space has connected CW type.
Proof. Consider a hypercontinuous lattice L equipped with its Lawson topology and suppose U L has connected CW type. The space U L is path-connected and U L has trivial homotopy groups because it admits a continuous, idempotent and unital semilattice multiplication. The map 1 L is homotopic to a constant map by Proposition 3.2 because 1 UL is homotopic to a constant map by the Whitehead Theorem, L is a compact pospace and L is lower open by Lemma 2.3.
Conclusion
The states of machines naturally arise as CW complexes whose closed cells carry the structure of hypercontinuous lattices equipped with their Lawson topologies. Examples include the locally partially ordered geometric realizations of certain precubical sets in [1] . Under restricted but useful circumstances, Proposition 3.2 might allow us to bootstrap such basic classical tools as the Homotopy Extension and Lifting Property to the setting of "locally preordered" CW complexes, one cell at a time.
